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Abstract. Digital publication is a useful and authoritative resource for know-
ledge and learning. How to use the knowledge in digital publication resources 
so as to enhance learning is an interesting and important task. Most of the re-
commender systems use users’ preferences or history data for computation, 
which cannot solve the problems such as cold start, scarcity of history data or 
preferences data. A semantic recommender system is presented in this paper 
based on encyclopedic knowledge from digital publication resources, without 
considering history data or preferences data for learning the knowledge of a 
specific domain. Semantic relatedness is computed between concepts from the 
encyclopedia. The related concepts are recommended to users when one con-
cept is reviewed. The method shows potential usability for domain-specific 
knowledge service. 
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1 Introduction 

Digital publication has become one of the primary means for information circulation. 
It includes the digital publication of e-books, EPUBs, digital newspaper, digital mag-
azines, digital encyclopedia, digital yearbook, and so on. The information in digital 
publication resource is normally useful and authoritative. It is an interesting and im-
portant task to associate different types of knowledge in digital publication resources 
in order to enhance learning. Since information retrieval (in terms of searching for 
relevant learning resources) is a pivotal activity in TEL (Technology Enhanced Learn-
ing), the deployment of recommender systems has attracted increased interest [1][2]. 
However, most of the recommender systems use users’ preferences or history data for 
computation [3][4], which cannot solve the problems such as cold start, scarcity of 
history data or preferences data. Encyclopedia as digital publication is a kind of refer-
ence work containing a summary of information from either all domains of know-
ledge or a particular domain of knowledge in the format of articles or entries. It  
focuses on factual information to cover the concept for which the label stands. One 
purpose of an encyclopedia is to collect items around the globe and to organize the 
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most important concepts into domains. A semantic recommender system is presented 
in this paper based on encyclopedia, without considering history data or preferences 
data for learning the knowledge of a specific domain.  

2 Problem Domain 

A typical encyclopedia mainly consists of concepts which usually describe and ex-
plain entities or knowledge points in its predestined domain. The knowledge con-
tained in an encyclopedia may be denoted as },{ BAK =  , where A is the set of 

labels and explanations in plain text of all concepts and B is other information than 
A  in the encyclopedia, such as figures and pictures. The knowledge A  may be 

represented as },,,{ 21 noooO = , where nioi ,,1, =  represents a concept. 

Each concept contains a label, which would be the name of the concept, and an expla-
nation, which would be a short piece of text which describes the concept. Other con-
cepts may be mentioned in the explanation of one concept. We suppose that the label 
of concepts in the encyclopedia is unique and encyclopedia contains the important 

concepts in one domain. Let },,1,{ nixX i == be the label set in the encyclope-

dia where ix is the label of the concept io . Let },,1,{ niyY i == be the expla-

nation set where iy is the explanation of the concept whose label is ix . Therefore, it 

is known that },,1),,{( niyxA ii == where ix  and iy is the label and the 

explanation of the concept io respectively. When a concept io is reviewed by user, it 

is necessary to compute and recommend the related concept set }|{' OooO jji ∈=
so that the user can learn or understand the concept io  more effectively.  

3 Semantic Recommender System 

3.1 Semantic Relatedness Computing 

Semantic relatedness is computed in this paper with concepts’ labels 

},,1,{ nixX i == and explanations },,1,{ niyY i == extracted from en-

cyclopedia. Since one concept may be mentioned in other concepts’ explanations and 
such concepts are often related with the original concept, we can extract the semantic 
relationship between the concepts by finding the relation among the text in explana-
tions. The process to compute the relatedness can be summarized in the following 
steps. 

Step 1: Extract concepts  },,,{ 21 noooO =  from encyclopedia. 
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Step 2: For all concepts of  O , extract concepts’ labels  },,1,{ nixX i ==
  

and concepts’ explanations },,1,{ niyY i ==  .  

Step 3: Compute the explicit relation from one concept io  to another concept jo  

by the equation
α
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to control the relation strength.  In the equation above,  
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a control factor and 0≥μ is the number of occurrence of jx in iy .  

Step 4: Build an explicit relation graph ),( EVG = with the concepts O
 
as vertex-

es and explicit relations between the concepts as edges. The edge’s weight 

ijc  from the vertex io  to jo is set to ),( jifE . 

Step 5: Build an auxiliary graph ),( ''' EVG = according to explicit relation graph

),( EVG = , where 'VV = . The weight of the edge from the vertex io  to 

jo in the graph 'G is set to ijij cc ln' −= , where ijc is the weight of the 

edge from the vertex io  to jo in the graph G . 

Step 6: Compute the implicit relation from one concept io  to another concept jo  

by the equation ))(exp(),( *
ijI pcjif −= , where )( *

ijpc is the cost of the 

shortest path *
ijp  from the vertex io  to jo in the graph 'G .  A classic al-

gorithm to compute the shortest path is Dijkstra algorithm [5].  

Step 7: Set the semantic relatedness from the concept io  to the concept jo with 

),( jifE  
if ),(),( jifjif IE ≥ ; otherwise, set the semantic relatedness 

with ),( jif I . 

3.2 Recommender System Based on Semantic Relatedness 

The main process of the recommender system based on semantic relatedness is as 

Figure 1. Firstly, the concepts },,,{ 21 noooO =
 
of a specific domain are ex-

tracted from the encyclopedia selected for the domain. The concepts consist of labels 
and explanations. Ontology of the domain is then created with the concepts and the 
information extracted from other resources. Before the ontology can be built for a 
specific domain, domain experts are invited to create a schema for the domain firstly. 
Then the values of properties for the concepts as instances are extracted from the 
digital publication resources or the web resources for the ontology. The detailed 
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process to create the ontology is well beyond the scope of the paper. Some methods or 
techniques can be found from the references [6][7][8]. After the ontology is built, the 
important concepts are saved as instances and the information or values are associated 
with the concepts. The semantic relatedness is then computed for the concepts 

},,,{ 21 noooO = and will be saved as a matrix M in the system, where ijM  

represent the semantic relatedness from  io  to jo . When a concept io is reviewed 

by users, the row of io
 
in M are extracted and the concepts jo is sorted by the value 

of ijM  in descending order. Then }|{' OooO jji ∈= is generated by selecting the 

top N concepts and are recommended to the users. The concepts in '
iO  have better 

semantic relation with the concept io
 
so that the user can learn or understand the 

concept io  more effectively. 
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Fig. 1. The main process of the recommender system 

4 A Case Study 

A case of the concept Qinshihuang (秦始皇) is shown in this section to describe the 
early study results of the method. The concepts are extracted from three encyclope-
dias in the domain of history with the titles of the books “Encyclopedia of China, 
Chinese History I”, “Encyclopedia of China, Chinese History II”, and “Encyclopedia 
of China, Chinese History III” [9]. The number of concepts selected is 2392 for the  
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experiment. Ontology is then built for the concepts selected. Semantic relatedness is 
computed between all the concepts by the method proposed with the parameters

2=α and 1=β . Because the semantic relatedness is computed by encyclopedias 

and there are normally encyclopedias of digital publish resources written in different 
languages, the method can be used in different linguistic environments. This is not the 
case for other semantic relatedness algorithms such as WordNet-based method [10], 
ESA[11] and WikiRelate![12]. The value of semantic relatedness is saved in the ma-

trix M . Let io be the concept Qinshihuang, we get the row of io
 
in M  which 

represents the semantic relatedness from io to the other concepts. Top 50 concepts 

are selected within which 15 are shown in the table 1. The value in the field “Rela-
tion” is obtained from the matrix M . It is shown from the table that concepts related 
with Qinshihuang are found effectively. These concepts will be recommended to us-
ers when they review the concept Qinshihuang so that they can learn or understand it 
more effectively.  

Table 1. Concepts recommended for the concept Qinshihuang 

Concept Relation Concept Relation Concept Relation 
秦朝 0.936765502 吕不韦 0.661768490 赵高 0.462117157 
李斯 0.932303602 陈胜、吴广起义 0.639763023 云梦秦律 0.462117157 
蒙恬 0.836600870 黔首 0.629420632 匈奴 0.462117157 
战国 0.796724106 秦郡 0.609794189 灵渠 0.462117157 
秦国 0.757471222 秦二世胡亥 0.609794189 奴隶 0.398362041 
… … … … … … 

5 Conclusions 

Digital publication whose resources are useful and authoritative has become one of 
the primary means for information circulation. A semantic recommender system is 
proposed in this paper based on encyclopedia of digital publication for e-learning. 
Semantic relatedness is computed between concepts extracted from the encyclopedia 
for a domain. The concepts will be recommended to users for the original concept 
according to the semantic relatedness between them so that users can learn or under-
stand the original concept more effectively. The recommender system works without 
considering users’ history data or preferences data. This is the first stage investiga-
tion. The case shows its potential usability for domain-specific knowledge service. 
We will combine the knowledge in the constructed ontology to improve the effective-
ness of the method in the future work. 
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